
 
From your editor – We had a good 
turnout on Mon, Oct 10th as 14 of us 
showed up at the Lighthouse 
Restaurant to discuss all things British 
cars. 
Let me begin by stating a correction to 
the date for the Christmas party.  The 
correct date is Sun, Dec 11th.  Sorry 
about that error. 
Let me also state that I only have 7 
pictures for the Redding British Car 
Club calendar.  I need at least 5 more 
to complete the project.  If I don’t get 
at least 5 more I will have to forget 
about it.  So send me a picture of your 
British car in “landscape format” 
(wider than it is tall).  E-mail your 
picture to me at: 
      charleslaurence42@gmail.com 
Evert got the meeting started with a 
discussion about the idea of us 
obtaining a car and donating it to an 
educational institution (high school or 
college) as a subject for their shop 
class.  It was noted that there is a MGB 
GT at Pick & Pull and it was also 
suggested that perhaps one of Rich 
Kenney’s cars could be donated for 
that purpose.  It was also discussed that 

most likely the schools would prefer 
more modern cars and that the Shasta 
College program has students working 
on their own cars.  It seems that the  
 
general consensus was that it was not a 
program that was going to work. 
Al Boring brought a stack of shop 
manuals which he is donating to the 
members.  Most were for Jaguar 
sedans, but also for an E-type as well 
as for an MGB. 
Dan Mathews let us know about an 
upcoming concert in which he is 
involved with his bassoon at Shasta 
College on the 29th of this month.  I 
think he said they are playing 
“Scheherazade” which is one of the 
few pieces I’m familiar with. 
I continue to look for your stories in a 
British car.  It can be about an 
interesting drive you took or a 
renovation project you’re involved 
with.  Anything related to British Cars 
will be welcome.  Write  me at: 
       charleslaurence42@gmail.com 

 

 



Classified 
This section is for you.  It’s meant to list anything (British Car related) which 
you need (parts or cars), or have for sale. 
 

Custom rims for sale - style - replica mini lites.  $200 

Mark Pion  530-243-2638 

 
 
’52 MG-TD - My name is Theron Reid & I live in Montana. I have an original 1952 
MGTD convertible, right-hand drive. It was my grandfather's and passed down to 
my father, who just died. It has not ran since it was moved from Montana to Redding 
in 1980s. I was going to ship it back up to me to work on, but I am not sure I want 
to take it on. Is there a chance someone would be willing to purchase it. My siblings 
lost my mom and dad this year and are struggling to figure how to deal with 
everything. Please get back to me if you have anyone 
interested.   bigskyreid@gmail.com 

                      


